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Languages
Definitions

• Any finite, nonempty set of symbols is an 
alphabet or vocabulary. 

Σ = {A, B, C, D, …, Z}
Σ = {0, 1}
Σ = { ☐, if, then, else}

• A finite sequence of symbols from the alphabet 
is called a string or a word or a sentence. 

w = ALPHA
w = 0100011101



Languages
Definitions

• Two strings can be concatenated to form another 
string:   

v = ALPHA,   w = BETA
Concat(v, w) = vw = ALPHABETA

• The length of a string w, denoted by |w| is the 
number of symbols in the string.

|ALPHA| = 5

• The empty string is denoted by λ or ε and its length 
is 0.        

|λ| = 0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question: what is λw then ? Concatenation! λw=wλ=w



Languages
Definitions

• If Σ is the alphabet, Σ* is the set of all strings over 
Σ, including the empty string.

• Σ* is obtained by concatenating zero or more 
symbols from Σ.

Σ+ = Σ* - {λ}

Let Σ = {a, b, c, d}, what is Σ* ?
Can you specify a procedure to generate Σ* ?
What is |Σ*| ? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Length 0 : lambdaLength 1: a  b c dLength 2: aa ab ac ad ba bb bc bd ca cb cc cd ……Note that Sigma is finite and Sigma* is infiniteWhat is the cardinality of Sigma* ? It is actually the same size as aleph-null: we can list them 1 lambda2 a3 b4 c….So it is countableNote that Sigma* is not the powersetThe powerset of natural numbers is larger than the natural numbers



Languages
Definitions

• A language over Σ is a subset of Σ*. 
L ⊆ Σ*

Example: Σ = {a, b}
L1 = { a, aa, aba}            a finite language
L2 = { anbn : n ≥ 1}  an infinite language 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So for example ab, aabb are in the langugae L2 but not abbb. What kind of sentences are in L2 (in english)?  It should be the same number of a’s followed by the same number of b’sSo a language can be finite or infinite. But because it is a subset of SIGMA* which is countable. A language also is always countable.



Ways to represent languages

1. Recognition point of view
– Give a procedure which 

says Yes for sentences in the language,   and 
either does not terminate or says No for 
sentences NOT in the language.

 The procedure recognizes the language

Mw
Yes (accepted)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trying to recognize a language! Given a string, is it in the language??We assume there is a black box (automaton M) that given the input string w it says yes or no. yes: means w belongs to the language and no means does not belongUSUALLY, the blackbox M gives a definite answer for every input after finite number of steps, but NOT ALWAYS!For example, a Turing machine may go on forever and not give any answer for strings not in the language(UNDecidability)Note: there are languages that can be recognized by procedures but not with algorithms(boxes who say yes and no). Example? It is not easy to give an example of such languages. Everything we think about is recognizable by algorithms. (but we can give funny sets in section 11.1)



Ways to represent languages

2. Generation point of view
– Systematically generate (enumerate) all sentences 

of the language

• What’s the relationship between these two 
points of view?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to systematically generate every possible sentence in the language



Ways to represent languages

Given a procedure to recognize L, we can give a 
procedure for generating L. 

1 2 3 4 …
x1 1 3 6 10 15
x2 2 5 9 14
x3 4 8 13
x4 7 12

… 11

Steps

St
rin

gs

1. Run step 1 on x1
2. Run step 1 on x2
3. Run step 2 on x1
4. Run step 1 on x3
5. …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suppose we have this box (that says yes, and might say no) for a sentence. How can we use this to generate all the strings on the language??So we can list of the strings, and input it ino the box (recognizer) and if it says yes I will print it out and list it.What is the problem???Note that the procedure for recognizing might not halt.One way is to give it every string and see if it recognize or not, but it might not halt for some strings and we get stuck



Ways to represent languages

Given a procedure for generating L, we can give 
a procedure for recognizing L. what is it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So you know how to generate the sentences.  you do this and you have a a listThen given an input you can check it against the list to see if it is from the language or notThe list might be a very long list that goes on forever, so this procedure might also go on forever



Definitions
• A language L that can be generated by a 

procedure is said to be a recursively enumerable
set or RE.
– It accepts w ∈ L, but we do not know what happens 

for w ∉ L. (It may halt or goes into an infinite loop)

• A language L that can be recognized by an 
algorithm is said to be recursive or R.
– Halts on every w ∈ Σ+. 

Mw Yes
No

Presenter
Presentation Notes
what was the difference of procedure and algorithm? Algortihms always halt!Recursive is also called decidable! Because it halts and accepts or halts and rejects! So it decides if a string is in the language or not!For me only:So in the first case we say the language is ACCEPTED by Turing machine T.In the recursive one we say the language is DECIDED by turing machine T



• Recursive sets are a subset of RE.
• Suppose L is recursive, how about      ? 

L
Yes

No
w

No

Yes



Automata

• An automaton is an abstract model of a digital 
computer. 

• Reads the input (string over the alphabet)
• Has a control unit which can be in any of the 

finite number of internal states and can 
change state in some defined manner. 

• Given an input string, it outputs yes or no 
meaning that it either accepts the string or 
rejects it. 



Grammars
Definitions

• A grammar is a method to describe and 
generate the sentences of a language. 

• A grammar G is defined as a quadruple
G = (V, T, S, P)

V is a finite set of variables
T is a finite set of terminal symbols
S ∈ V is a special variable called start symbol
P is a finite set of production rules of the form

x  y
where x ∈ (V∪T)+ ,  y ∈ (V∪T)*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a set of rules and by following those rule we can create different strings.



Grammars
Example

S  <noun phrase> <verb phrase>
<noun phrase>  <article> <noun>
<article>  the
<noun>  dog
<verb phrase>  is <adjective>
<adjective>  happy

S => <noun phrase><verb phrase> => <article><noun><verb phrase>
=> the <noun><verb phrase> => the <noun> is <adjective> => 
the dog is <adjective> => the dog is happy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You start with symbol S and then it gives you terminals that is in the language.This is an example of defining rules for a sentence in english languageThe way to create a sentence is to start with start symbol S and start using the rules until you get to all temrinals



Grammars
Definitions

• We say that w derives z if w = uxv , and z = uyv
and x y ∈ P 

w => z
• If w1 => w2 => … => wn we say w1 =>* wn

(derives in zero or more steps)
• The set of sentential forms is 

S(G) =  {α ∈(V∪T)* | S =>* α}
• The language generated by grammar G is

L(G) = { w ∈ T* | S =>* w } 



Grammars
Example

G = (V, T, P, S)          V = {S, B, C}         T = {a, b, c}
P:

S  aSBC bB bb
S  aBC bC bc
CB  BC cC cc
aB ab

S =>* aaBCBC sentential form

What is L(G) ?      L(G) = { anbncn | n ≥ 1}

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solve an example on the boardS => aSBC => (replace S ) => aaBCBC => aabCBC => aabBCC => aabbCC => aabbcC => aabbcc 



Grammars
Example

G = ({S}, {a, b}, S, P)
Productions:

S  aSb
S  λ

What is the L(G)? L = {anbn : n ≥ 0}

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show it on the board how to derive different examples…



Grammars
Example

Find a grammar that generates 
L = { anb2n : n ≥ 0 }

S  aSbb | λ



Summary

• An automaton recognizes (or accepts) a 
language

• A grammar generates a language
• For some grammars, it is possible to build an 

automaton MG from the grammar G so that 
MG recognizes the language L(G) generated by 
the grammar G. 
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